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ABSTRACT
One of the central challenges in online advertising is attribution,

namely, assessing the contribution of individual advertiser actions

including emails, display ads and search ads to eventual conversion.

Several heuristics are used for attribution in practice; however,

there is no formal justification for them and many of these fail

even in simple canonical settings. The main contribution in this

work is to develop an axiomatic framework for attribution in online

advertising. In particular, we consider a Markovian model for the

user journey through the conversion funnel, in which ad actions

may have disparate impacts at different stages. We propose a novel

attributionmetric, that we refer to as counterfactual adjusted Shapley
value, which inherits the desirable properties of the traditional

Shapley value. Furthermore, we establish that this metric coincides

with an adjusted “unique-uniform” attribution scheme. This scheme

is efficiently computable and implementable and can be interpreted

as a correction to the commonly used uniform attribution scheme.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the rise of the Internet, the digital economy has become a

trillion dollar industry accounting for over 6% of the U.S. GDP [19].

A multitude of retailers reach consumers through online sources
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with the goal of acquiring new customers and managing relation-

ships with the existing ones. Such wide range of economic activities

taking place in the digital world has enabled data collection at a

massive scale, allowing retailers to better understand customer

behavior and enhance service quality using data-driven decisions.

With over a billion people with access to the Internet, it is not sur-

prising that advertising has moved to the digital space. The global

digital marketing sector witnessed a growth of 21% in 2017, which

increased its market size to USD 88 billion [44]. Key decisions in this

space include allocating budget to various ad channels and media

(e-mail, display media platforms, and paid search for instance) and

bidding for ads to push one’s product towards the desired customer

demographic at the right time. Such problems require the retailer

to understand the value of showing an ad via a specific channel at

a given time. How can an advertiser assign or attribute value to the
advertising actions taken across the different channels and media?

Attribution is one of the central questions in online advertising

today. The value of each channel is an important input to media

mix optimization, helps build an understanding of the customer

journey, and also helps a company to justify its marketing spend

[38, 45]. Incorrect understanding of the effectiveness of online chan-

nels can result in sub-optimal budget allocation, possibly resulting

in lost revenue. Recognizing the importance of this problem, the

Marketing Science Institute identifies attribution as the topmost

research priority for the period 2016-2018 [23]. Though there exist

multiple articles in this domain, there lacks a systematic approach

that is both theoretically-sound and tractable.

Attribution is inextricably linked to causality since it involves

quantifying the added value of showing an ad over the baseline

value of what would have happened if no ad was shown (counterfac-
tual). In this work, we take the following view of causality, which

comes from the pioneering work of Rubin [41]:

“Intuitively, the causal effect of one treatment, E, over
another,C , for a particular unit and an interval of time
from t1 to t2 is the difference between what would have
happened at time t2 if the unit had been exposed to E
initiated at t1 and what would have happened at t2 if
the unit had been exposed to C initiated at t1.”

In the context of digital advertising, treatments E and C are the ad-

vertiser showing, and not showing an ad, respectively. Accordingly,

attribution involves capturing the causal effect of an ad where the

baseline corresponds to not showing an ad.
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Causality is an active research area, and there exist paradigms

for capturing the causal effect of a treatment. See, e.g. Chockler

and Halpern [11], Collins et al. [13], Eells [16], Halpern and Pearl

[20], Hitchcock [21], Hume [22], Morgan and Winship [35], Pearl

[37] and Rubin [41]. We comment on some of these alternative

approaches in our concluding remarks.

As with the existing work in attribution, we also consider the

setting where an advertiser is interested in understanding the con-

tributions of various ads to a single product they are promoting.

Even with a single product, attribution is a challenging problem. It

involves distributing the value generated by a network of actions

to each individual action. Such a network might have a mix of inter-

action effects that one needs to account for when decomposing the

network value. Capturing such (possibly non-linear) interaction

effects is quite non-trivial.

1.1 Related literature
There exists a large and diverse literature on the attribution prob-

lem in online advertising. We present a brief overview of existing

approaches and refer the reader to existing surveys [12, 28] for a

more complete treatment. Attribution methodologies can be classi-

fied into two broad classes: rule-based or algorithmic. We discuss

both the classifications below.

1.1.1 Rule-based heuristics. Rule-based heuristics include ap-

proaches such as last touch attribution (LTA), uniform weights, and
customized weights [6, 38–40]. In LTA, an advertiser allocates all

the value generated by a user to the last ad directed at her whereas

under a uniform weights scheme, all the ads are allocated an equal

credit. Ads receive tailored weights under a custom weights scheme.

Although such heuristics are transparent and tractable, there is no

rationale justifying their appropriateness as a measure for attribu-

tion. Metrics such as LTA appear unfair since they do not value the

contribution of channels that build product awareness. Uniform or

customized weights might appear to be a fix but there is no a priori

reason to believe that attribution should be linear.

1.1.2 Algorithmic approaches. The algorithmic approaches can

be classified as using either incremental value heuristic (IVH) (or
removal effect) or Shapley value (SV) as a measure for attribution.

IVH. IVH computes the change in the eventual conversion1 prob-
ability of a user when a specific ad is removed from her path. This is

the most common metric for attribution [2–5, 15, 27, 29, 30]. In this

approach, one calibrates a model that predicts the conversion prob-

ability as a function of the ad exposure and then, uses the estimated

model to compute the incremental value of each ad. The novelty

comes from the model proposed to describe user behavior, e.g., an

HMM [2] or a neural network [4]. Irrespective of the prediction

model’s level of complexity, attribution is measured via IVH. There

exists little (if any) formal justification for why IVH serves as a

good approximation to attribution. In fact, in Section 3.2, we show

that IVH can result in inappropriate allocations.

SV. SV [43] is a well-accepted concept for assigning credit to

individual players in a cooperative game. The value generated by

online advertising can be viewed as the outcome of a cooperative

1
Conversion refers to the event in which a user buys the underlying product.

effect of the channels and media platforms. Dalessandro et al. [14]

pose attribution as a causal estimation problem and propose SV

as an approximation scheme for the causally motivated problem.

They also show that SV generalizes the probabilistic model of Shao

and Li [42]. Using a stylized model, Berman [8] shows the use of

SV for attribution can be beneficial to the advertiser.

Other works. Attribution has been tackled from various other

angles. Jordan et al. [26] use a Markovian model to motivate a

payment scheme that satisfies incentive compatibility for the ad-

vertiser and is fair from the publisher’s point-of-view. Xu et al.

[46] propose a mutually exciting point process to capture dynamic

interactions among various ads. Zhang et al. [47], Ji et al. [25], and

Ji and Wang [24] provide an interesting view of attribution via the

lens of survival theory. Under a stylized setting, Abhishek et al. [1]

analyze attribution contracts used by an advertiser to incentivize

two publishers that affect customer acquisition. Zhao et al. [48]

propose a regression-based relative importance method to compute

the marginal contributions.

1.2 Our approach and contributions
With almost a decade of research, it remains unclear as to what is

an “appropriate” or “best” attribution measure. IVH appears to be

the most popular; but, to the best of our knowledge, there exists

little rationale supporting it. On the other hand, SV has a strong

theoretical justification. It has a number of desirable properties such

as efficiency, symmetry, linearity, and null player; in fact, SV is the

unique solution to a cooperative game that has all these properties.

However, estimating SV exactly is computationally intractable, and

one has to resort to approximations [7, 10, 17, 31–34, 36]. In addition,

as we show in Section 4.2, SV is not counterfactual in nature. We

seek a metric that has the desirable properties of SV, and yet is

tractable and able to accommodate counterfactual reasoning.

Our main contributions are as follows. First, we construct an

abstract Markov chain model for the user journey through the

conversion funnel that generalizes most of the existing Markovian

models in the attribution literature. At every period, the user is in

one of the finitely many states. The advertiser observes the state and
takes an action. The user transitions to a random state distributed

according to a probabilitymass function that depends on the current

state and the advertising action. We propose attributing value to

each state-action pair, which is a generalization of the existing

approaches that attribute only to advertising actions. This extension

allows us to capture state-specific attribution for each action, the

need for which is motivated by Bleier and Eisenbeiss [9].

Second, using our Markovian model, we develop a series of intu-

itive canonical network structures that serve as a robustness check

for any attribution scheme. Using these networks, we show the

current attribution metrics (LTA, IVH, and uniform) have serious

limitations. Furthermore, we show how one can compute state-

specific SV for each action in our Markovian model and highlight

that it does not adjust for the counterfactual and hence, is an in-

appropriate metric for attribution. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first work in the literature to analyze the various existing

attribution metrics using a common framework.

Third, we develop an axiomatic framework for attribution in

online advertising, which forms the main contribution of this work.
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In particular, we propose a new metric for attribution in the Mar-

kovian model of user behavior, that we refer to as counterfactual
adjusted Shapley value. We show that our proposed metric inherits

the desirable axioms of the classical SV. We also demonstrate its

robustness to a mix of network structures that highlighted limi-

tations of the existing metrics. In addition, we establish that our

metric admits a crisp characterization under our Markovian model.

It coincides with a unique-uniform attribution scheme that explicitly
adjusts for the counterfactual. In turn, it can be interpreted as a

correction to the commonly used uniform attribution scheme. Fur-

thermore, we exploit this characterization to shed light on the ease

of computability of our metric.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we introduce the Markovian model that describes the user journey

as a function of ad exposure.We discuss how the existing attribution

schemes (LTA, IVH, and uniform) can be captured on theMarkovian

model and highlight their limitations in Section 3. In Section 4,

we showcase the drawback of directly applying SV to measure

attribution and then present our novel metric along with the axioms

it satisfies. We then characterize our metric as an adjusted unique-

uniform attribution scheme in Section 5 and discuss its ease of

computability. We conclude in Section 6 where we also discuss

some directions for ongoing and future research. Some technical

results are deferred to Appendix A.

2 MODEL
We propose a Markovian model for user behavior. The transitions

in user’s state are stochastic, and are a function of only the current

state and the advertiser action. This process ends when the user

quits (leaves the system) or converts (buys the product). In Section

2.1, we define the components of the Markov chain (denoted byM).

When constructing the Markov chain, we keep most of its elements

abstract to showcase its flexibility. In Section 2.2, we shed light

on the abstractness through practical examples. We conclude this

section by defining the attribution problem over our Markovian

model (Section 2.3).

2.1 Markovian model of user behavior
We first discuss the state space of the Markov chain followed by the

arrival process of the users. We then elaborate on the action space

of the advertiser. Finally, we define the transition probabilities.

State space. We define S := {s}ms=1
as the set of states excluding

the two absorbing states (quit q and conversion c) and S+ := S ∪
{q, c}. In order to highlight the flexibility of our model, we do not

yet give a concrete meaning to a state.

Arrival process. External traffic arrives at state s ∈ S w.p. λs
(initial state probability). We define the vector λ ∈ Rm as [λs ]s ∈S.

We assume no external traffic arrives at c and q.

Action space. We define A := {a}na=1
as the set of actions the

advertiser can take, such as sending an email or showing a display

ad. We include the no-ad action (a = 1)
2
in A and define βas to

be the probability that an advertiser takes action a ∈ A at state

2
We are reserving a = 0 for future use as it will become transparent in Section 4.2.

s ∈ S. We denote by β the collection of all βas values and assume it

is known.

Transition probabilities. We denote by pass ′ the probability

a user moves from s ∈ S to s ′ ∈ S in one transition given the

advertiser takes action a ∈ A at s . Also, for all (s, s ′) ∈ S2
, we

define pβss ′ :=
∑
a∈A β

a
s p

a
ss ′ , which denotes the average transi-

tion probability. To keep the notation concise, for each a ∈ A,
we define the matrix Pa := [pass ′](s,s ′)∈S2 ∈ Rm×m . Furthermore,

P β
:= [pβss ′](s,s ′)∈S2 ∈ Rm×m and Ba := diag([βas ]s ∈S) ∈ R

m×m

for each a ∈ A is a diagonal matrix. Clearly, P β
represents the tran-

sition matrix over the partial state space S and P β =
∑
a∈A B

aPa .
For all s ∈ S, we define the vector pas ∈ R

m
as the s-th row of Pa

for all a ∈ A and pβs ∈ R
m

as the s-th row of P β
. Next, we state the

only assumption we make on our problem primitives.

Assumption 2.1. The Markov chain with P β as its transition
matrix is absorbing, i.e., the probability each user will eventually
either quit or convert from any state equals 1.

We note that Assumption 2.1 is very mild. So far, we have not

discussed the transitions to and from states q and c . We use the

notation pasc and pβsc to denote the action-specific and average one-

step transition probabilities from s ∈ S to c for all a ∈ A. (For
transitions from s ∈ S to q, replace the index c by q.) Since both
q and c are absorbing states, the transitions from them are self-

loops w.p. 1. We define pac := [pasc ]s ∈S ∈ R
m

for each a ∈ A and

pβc := [pβsc ]s ∈S ∈ R
m
. (Note that pas and pβs for s ∈ S correspond

to the probabilities of leaving s whereas pac and pβc correspond to

the probabilities of entering c .) Next, we shift our focus to three

quantities of interest for this Markov chain.

Expected number of visits. We define F β ∈ Rm×m as the fun-
damental matrix ofM, i.e., its (i, j )-th entry equals the expected

number of visits to state j if the initial state is i . Results in Markov

chain theory [18] imply that F β = (I − P β )−1
and Assumption 2.1

ensures that F β
exists and is finite.

Effective arrival rate. Let µβs denote the effective arrival rate
into state s ∈ S and µβ := [µβs ]s ∈S ∈ R

m
. It is easy to show that

λ⊤ + (µβ )⊤P β = (µβ )⊤; hence, (µβ )⊤ = λ⊤F β
.

Eventual conversion probability. We define hβs as the proba-

bility of eventually being absorbed in c from state s ∈ S and the

vector hβ := [hβs ]s ∈S ∈ R
m
. It is easy to show that hβ = P βhβ + pβc .

Thus, hβ = F βpβc . We set hβq = 0 and hβc = 1.

2.2 Model discussion
We have so far defined the state and action spaces in abstract terms.

Now, we provide some possible mappings from physical quantities

to these.

As a first possibility, the state may be composed of past interac-

tions with the user, e.g., the number of visits to the product website,

number of emails received, number of emails opened, number of

display ads seen, number of display ads clicked, etc. The number

of states may become too large, resulting in potential tractability

issues. However, one can quantize the counts to control the size

of the state space. The advertiser’s action space includes doing

nothing (no ad), or sending an email, or showing a display ad, etc.
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As another possibility, the state space may correspond to the

widespread conversion funnel used in the marketing literature

which captures the journey of the user to the state of being unaware

of the product to eventually becoming interested and finally pur-

chasing. Given the fine granularity of data available to advertisers,

we believe the advertiser can infer such states using an appropriate

statistical model. The action space remains the same as above.

We note that the definitions of state and action spaces can be

customized as per the needs of the advertiser (since our attribution

framework is developed for the abstract Markovian model). In fact,

the state space should very much be context-specific and driven by

the user features that are relevant to a particular advertiser.

2.3 The attribution problem
The total value

3
generated by the network equals λ⊤hβ . The goal

of an attribution model is to allocate this value to the underlying

agents (state-action pairs)
4
in the system while accounting for the

counterfactual. For any given (s,a) ∈ S × A, we use πas to denote

the corresponding attribution. Naturally, a desirable property is

that the total value in the system should be credited back to the

agents, i.e.,

∑
s ∈S

∑
a∈A π

a
s = λ

⊤hβ .

3 CURRENT APPROACHES & LIMITATIONS
We now define in our context the commonly used attribution

schemes (LTA, IVH, and uniform) and illustrate their limitations.

At a high-level, both LTA and uniform are “backward looking” in

the sense that they split the value of a path after observing its real-

ization (from the initial state to the end). LTA allocates all the value

to the last interacting agent whereas uniform allocates it equally to

all the agents that appeared in the path. On the other hand, IVH

is “forward looking” since it attributes to a given agent based on

what will happen in the future. It does not require the knowledge of

how the actual path will unfold. All it requires is a model that can

output the change in eventual conversion probability that results if

the agent is removed from the path.

3.1 LTA
In LTA, all the value generated due to a purchase is attributed to the

last state-action pair in the path. Denote by P a random path (over

state-action pairs) sampled uniformly fromM. For (s,a) ∈ S × A,
define

ŵa
s (P) :=




1 if P converts and (s,a) is the last agent in P

0 otherwise.

The attribution to (s,a) ∈ S × A under the LTA scheme equals

πa,LTAs := EP∼M
[
ŵa
s (P)

]
.

In other words, (s,a) receives complete credit of each converted
path it is the last agent of. Trivially, LTA attributes exactly all the

value generated by the network (efficient) and is easy to implement.

However, LTA appears “unfair” since the states are not rewarded

for moving the user up in the conversion funnel. We demonstrate

this limitation next.

3
We assume that the sale of one unit of the product generates a value of 1. If the true

number is different from 1, the numbers can be scaled accordingly.

4
One might want to consider actions as the agents. However, we view the state-action

pairs as the agents, because the impact of an action is likely to be state dependent.

Example 3.1 (LTA is unfair). Consider the network in Figure 1

with self-loop probability p = 0 (line). Under LTA, all the value goes
to the ad action at statem although state 1 brings in all the traffic

and the ad action at each state pushes the user towards conversion.

λ1 = 1 1 2
. . . m c

p

1 − p 1 1 1

Figure 1: Network for Examples 3.1 and 3.4. The action space consists of

two actions: show no-ad and show an ad. The lines denote transitions if

an ad is shown. For brevity, we do not show the transitions if an ad is not

shown (to quit state w.p. 1). The advertiser shows an ad at all states w.p. 1.

3.2 IVH
IVH allocates to each state-action pair (s,a) the increase in the

eventual conversion probability by taking action a in state s as
opposed to the no-ad action. For each a ∈ A, we first define an

auxiliary variable that captures the corresponding forward looking

increment conditioned on the user being at a given state:

za, IVH := Pahβ + pac︸      ︷︷      ︸
action a

− (P1hβ + p1

c )︸        ︷︷        ︸
no-ad action

= (Pa − P1)hβ︸         ︷︷         ︸
eventual

+ (pac − p
1

c )︸     ︷︷     ︸
immediate

,

where za, IVH = [za, IVHs ]s ∈S ∈ R
m
. The scalar za, IVHs can be inter-

preted as the allocation at a “trace” level, i.e., if the advertiser

observes a user at state s and decides to take action a, the cor-

responding allocation would be za, IVHs . However, we need to scale

this metric for it to be seen as attribution over the entire population.

In particular, given that at state s , the effective arrival rate is µβs
and action a is taken w.p. βas , the IVH attribution is given by

πa, IVHs := µβs β
a
s z

a, IVH
s .

Although IVH is tractable and somewhat adjusts for the counterfac-

tual, a serious limitation is that it can distribute more value than the

network generates because it pays for both eventual and immediate

conversions; consequently, each conversion is accounted for several

times. We now show that this is, indeed, possible.

Example 3.2 (IVH can over-allocate). Consider the network in

Figure 1 with p = 0. Under IVH, all states receive an attribution of

1 for the show ad action and 0 for the no-ad action, resulting in a

total allocation ofm even though the value generated equals 1.

A common workaround to ensure IVH in budget-balanced is to

normalize the output by an appropriate constant (normalized IVH ).

Normalizing the numbers in Example 3.2 results in the ad action at

each state receiving 1/m, which appears reasonable. However, as we

illustrate in Example 3.3, even normalized IVH can be problematic.

Example 3.3 (Normalized IVH can be unjustified). Consider the
network in Figure 2. IVH attributes 1 to state 1 and 1/2 for all other

states. Thus, normalized IVH attributes




1

1+(m−1)/2
if state equals 1

1/2

1+(m−1)/2
otherwise.
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Clearly, asm → ∞, all the value goes to states 2 tom. This appears

inappropriate as state 1 “deserves” at least half the total value since

50% of the users convert immediately after state 1.

λ1 = 1 1

c

2
. . . m

c

0.5

0.5 1 1

1

Figure 2:Network for Example 3.3. The action space consists of two actions:

show no-ad and show an ad. Solid blue lines denote transitions if an ad is

shown. For brevity, we do not show the transitions if an ad is not shown

(to quit state w.p. 1). The advertiser shows an ad at all states w.p. 1.

3.3 Uniform attribution
Under a uniform attribution scheme, the credit generated is attrib-

uted equally to all the state-action pairs that are encountered in a

path. Denote by P a random path (over state-action pairs) sampled

uniformly fromM. For (s,a) ∈ S × A, define

w̄a
s (P) :=




nas
|P |

if P converts and (s,a) ∈ P

0 otherwise,

where nas equals the number of times (s,a) appears in P and |P |

denotes the number of state-action pairs in P (not necessarily

unique). The uniform attribution for (s,a) ∈ S × A is

πa,unis := EP∼M
[
w̄a
s (P)

]
. (1)

In other words, (s,a) receives an “equal cut” of each converted path

it contributes to. Such a scheme is efficient and scalable. On the line

network, it attributes 1/m to the ad action at each state, which seems

reasonable. However, it does not account for the counterfactual.

Furthermore, it creates undesired incentives, which we show next.

Example 3.4 (Undesired incentive). Consider the network in Fig-

ure 1 with p < 1. For a given path with n1 occurrences of state

1, the uniform attribution scheme attributes n1/(n1 +m − 1) to
state 1. As p increases, state 1 receives more credit. However, this

seems inappropriate since it gives an undesired incentive to the

ad action at state 1 to “game the system” via self-loops. Ideally,

an attribution scheme should incentivize the ads to push the user

towards conversion.

Remark 3.1 (Uniqe-uniform). A simple fix to the above draw-

back is to attribute based on the number of unique agents. For

instance, in the example above, the unique-uniform scheme would

attribute 1/m to the ad action at each state. However, this scheme

still does not account for the counterfactual, and there is no formal

rationale for it. (In the following sections, we will see that adjust-

ing for uniqueness is in fact supported by a strong mathematical

rationale and will be part of our prescribed method.)

To summarize this section, the above examples highlight some

limitations of existing heuristics but also point to the fact that no

single heuristic “dominates the other.” In some way, IVH possesses

a counterfactual form giving it some practical appeal. At the same

time, it is only forward looking, ignoring all past actions and their

potential contributions. Uniform, on the other hand, accounts for

past actions, but is not counterfactual. Ideally, an attribution scheme

would provide the best of both worlds, properly accounting for past

actions while also accounting for the counterfactual associated with

not advertising.

4 SHAPLEY VALUE
We now study SV as a measure for attribution. We first present

a primer on SV (Section 4.1) followed by a discussion on why a

direct application to our context does not suffice (Section 4.2). We

then adapt SV accordingly (Section 4.3) and conclude this section

by discussing the performance of our proposed measure on all

the motivating examples (Section 4.4). In this section, we hope to

convince the reader that, leaving computational tractability aside,

SV (adjusted for the counterfactual) is an appropriate metric for

attribution.

4.1 Primer
SV is a well-accepted concept from cooperative game theory that is

used to distribute the payoff generated by a coalition to the players
in the coalition [43]. Given a finite set P of players, the characteristic
function v (·) maps a coalition X ⊆ P to the value (a real number)

generated by the coalition. The value v (∅) of the empty coalition is

normalized to 0. SV distributes the valuev (P) of the grand coalition
to a player r ∈ P as follows:

π Shap

r :=
∑

X⊆P\{r }

w |X | × {v (X ∪ {r }) −v (X)} ,

where

w |X | :=
|X|!( |P| − |X| − 1)!

|P|!
.

The attractiveness of SV is rooted in the fact that it is the only
solution to a cooperative game that has the following four desirable

properties:

1. Efficiency:
∑
r ∈P πr = v (P).

2. Symmetry: Consider players r , r ′ ∈ P such that for any

X ⊆ P \ {r , r ′}, r and r ′ are equivalent, i.e., v (X ∪ {r }) =
v (X ∪ {r ′}). Then, πr = πr ′ .

3. Linearity: Consider two characteristic functions v (·) and
w (·). Linearity states that for all players r ∈ P, πr (v +w ) =
πr (v ) + πr (w ) and πr (αv ) = απr (v ) for all α ∈ R.

4. Null player: Suppose player r ∈ P does not add any value

to any coalition, i.e., for all X ⊆ P, v (X ∪ {r }) = v (X). Then,
πr = 0.

4.2 Direct application
SV is a natural candidate for decomposing network value because

the state-action pairs can be viewed as players participating in

a cooperative game to achieve a common goal of converting the

users. In particular, given the action intensities β , the network

generates a value of λ⊤hβ and the state-action specific SV πa,Shaps
represents the credit allocated to each state-action pair (s,a) ∈
S×A. We first define the underlying components (players, coalition,

and characteristic function) in our context and then discuss an

important drawback of such a naive application.
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Player. We view each state-action pair (s,a) ∈ S × A as an

underlying player in the cooperative game. Consequently, our SV

will not just be action-specific, but also state-specific.

Coalition. A coalitionX ⊆ S×A refers to a collection of players

(state-action pairs). We construct a coalition by starting with the

empty coalition, which corresponds to the Markov chain containing

all the states but no action (not even the no-ad action), i.e., the

traffic is directed to the quit state w.p. 1. Equivalently, one can view

the empty coalition as the one with all the states but action 0 (“zero-
value action”) being taken at all of them

5
. If a state-action pair, say

(s,a), is added to the empty coalition, then the advertiser takes

action a at state s w.p. βas and so on. Therefore, for each coalition

X, we obtain a corresponding β , which we denote by βX .

Characteristic function. Given X ⊆ S × A, we define

v (X) := λ⊤hβ
X
.

We define the action probabilities collections β∅ and β∗ such that

they correspond to the empty coalition ∅ and complete coalition

S × A, respectively. Thus, β∅ = 0 and β∗ = {βas }(s,a)∈S×A. We

satisfy v (∅) = 0 and v (S × A) = λ⊤hβ
∗
is the total network value.

Shapley value. The SV for each (s,a) ∈ S × A is

πa,Shaps :=
∑

X⊆{S×A}\{(s,a) }

w |X | × {v (X ∪ {(s,a)}) −v (X)} , (2)

where

w |X | :=
|X|!(mn − |X| − 1)!

(mn)!
. (3)

SV depends on our choice of the characteristic function v (·) and
the underlying Markov chainM and hence, we will use the nota-

tion πa,Shaps (v ) and πa,Shaps (M) when the emphasis on v (·) andM
is necessary. Though this view of attribution inherits the desirabil-

ity of SV, it suffers from a critical flaw: it does not adjust for the

counterfactual (Example 4.1).

Example 4.1 (Need for counterfactual). Consider the network in

Figure 3. Clearly, showing an ad should not get any attribution since

it provides no additional value over the counterfactual action (no ad).
However, (2) attributes all the value to the ad action. Furthermore,

even LTA and uniform attribution fail this sanity check.

λ1 = 1 1 c
1

1

Figure 3:Network for Example 4.1. The action space consists of two actions:

show no-ad and show an ad. Solid blue (dashed red) lines denote transition

if an ad is shown (not shown). The advertiser shows an ad w.p. 1.

5
An alternate candidate for the empty coalition is to have the no-ad action being taken

at all the states. In other words, the no-ad action fills the “void” left due to the absence

of other actions. However, we believe such a view is inappropriate since the no-ad

action itself can have some value (either in terms of network effect or in terms of direct

conversions). Therefore, using the no-ad action as the “default” action would allow

the other actions to free ride on the value generated by the no-ad action, and hence,

undermine the contribution due to the no-ad action.

4.3 Our approach
As we alluded to earlier, we seek a measure that provides the best

of two worlds: (1) appropriately captures the contributions of the

past actions (capturing the feature of, e.g., uniform and SV)
6
and (2)

exhibits counterfactual reasoning (capturing a feature of IVH). To

this end, we focus on adapting SV to account for the counterfactual

and we do so by adhering to the causality framework of Rubin

[41]. We first define a counterfactual player followed by our novel

definition of counterfactual adjusted Shapley value (CASV). We then

show the desirability of CASV.

Counterfactual player. Following Rubin [41], the counterfac-

tual to taking action a at state s w.p. βas is to take the no-ad action

(action 1) at state s w.p. βas (instead of β1

s ). Accordingly, for a given

player (s,a) ∈ S×A, we denote the counterfactual player as (s, 1)a ,
where the “a” in the superscript captures the dependence on βas .

Counterfactual adjusted Shapley value. The game theoretic

setup (player, coalition, characteristic function) is the same as in

Section 4.2. For each (s,a) ∈ S × A, we define CASV as

ψa,Shap
s :=

∑
X⊆{S×A}\{(s,a) }

w |X | ×
{
v (X ∪ {(s,a)}) −v (X ∪ {(s, 1)a })

}
,

(4)

where w |X | is the same as in (3). We use the symbol ψ instead

of π to differentiate CASV from SV. The only change we make

in going from πa,Shaps to ψa,Shap
s is that we replace v (X) by v (X ∪

{(s, 1)a }), i.e., CASV captures the value added by a player over its

counterfactual. Intuitively, it is unclear whether CASV under the

current cooperative game is equivalent to SV under a different

cooperative game. However, it is possible to view CASV as the

difference between two SVs:

ψa,Shap
s (M) = πa,Shaps (M) − πa,Shaps (Ma

s ), (5)

whereM denotes the original Markov chain andMa
s denotes the

counterfactual network for (s,a), i.e., it is identical toM except that

we replace the transition probabilities of (s,a) by those of (s, 1).
Clearly, πa,Shaps (Ma

s ) is the counterfactual value of (s,a), i.e., the
value generated if no-ad was shown instead of ad a at state s .

Obviously, it is of interest to check how CASV performs with re-

spect to the desirable properties that motivated SV in the first place.

However, one needs to be careful when discussing these axioms in

the counterfactual context. To be specific, efficiency should now

pertain to the redistribution of additional value generated over the

counterfactual value. Similarly, the definition of equivalent play-

ers should be adjusted (discussed in Remark 4.1) and null player

should correspond to a player with zero value-add. We formalize

the desirability of CASV in Theorem 4.2, the proof of which is in

Appendix A.

Theorem 4.2 (Axioms). CASV satisfies the following axioms:

1. Counterfactual efficiency: The sum of CASVs equals the
additional value generated over the counterfactual value, i.e.,∑
(s,a)∈S×A

ψa, Shap
s = v (S × A) −

∑
(s,a)∈S×A

πa, Shaps (Ma
s ).

6
We will see in Section 5 that uniform and SV are closely linked.
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2. Counterfactual symmetry: If (s,a) ∈ S × A and (s ′,a′) ∈
S × A are counterfactual equivalent, i.e.,

(A) v (X ∪ {(s,a)}) − v (X ∪ {(s, 1)a }) = v (X ∪ {(s ′,a′)}) −

v (X ∪ {(s ′, 1)a
′

}) and
(B) v (X ∪ {(s, 1)a , (s ′,a′)}) = v (X ∪ {(s ′, 1)a

′

, (s,a)})
for all X ⊆ {S × A} \ {(s,a), (s ′,a′)}, then

ψa, Shap
s = ψa′, Shap

s ′ .

3. Linearity: Consider two characteristic functionsv (·) andw (·).
For all (s,a) ∈ S × A, we have

ψa, Shap
s (v +w ) = ψa, Shap

s (v ) +ψa, Shap
s (w )

and for all α ∈ R,

ψa, Shap
s (αv ) = αψa, Shap

s (v ).

4. Counterfactual null player: Consider a player (s,a) ∈ S ×
A that has a zero value-add to all coalitions that do not contain
(s,a), i.e., for all X ⊆ {S × A} \ {(s,a)},

v (X ∪ {(s,a)}) = v (X ∪ {(s, 1)a }).

Then,ψa, Shap
s = 0.

Furthermore, CASV is the unique solution to satisfy these four
counterfactual axioms.

Remark 4.1 (Counterfactual eqivalent players). In The-

orem 4.2, we define (s,a) ∈ S × A and (s ′,a′) ∈ S × A to be

counterfactual equivalent if they satisfy (A) and (B). To develop an

intuitive understanding of these conditions, one can consider the

following three conditions for all X ⊆ {S × A} \ {(s,a), (s ′,a′)}:

(A1) v (X ∪ {(s,a)}) = v (X ∪ {(s ′,a′)}),

(A2) v (X ∪ {(s, 1)a }) = v (X ∪ {(s ′, 1)a
′

}), and

(B) v (X ∪ {(s, 1)a , (s ′,a′)}) = v (X ∪ {(s ′, 1)a
′

, (s,a)}).

In simple words, consider a coalition that does not contain either

of the two given players. Condition (A1) states that adding either

of the two players has the same effect on the network value and

condition (A2) says so for the counterfactual players. The remaining

case of interest is what happens when, on one hand, we add the

first player and the counterfactual of the second player whereas,

on the other hand, we do the opposite (add the second player and

the counterfactual of the first player). Condition (B) states that

doing either is equivalent in terms of the characteristic function.

Note that we only need conditions (A) and (B) for two players

to be counterfactual equivalent, and (A1) and (A2) are sufficient

conditions for (A). It is worth mentioning that our definition of

counterfactual equivalent players is a generalization of equivalent

players from Section 4.1. In particular, equivalent players only need

to satisfy condition (A1) and since the notion of a counterfactual

player does not exist in the SV context, conditions (A2) and (B) are

irrelevant.

We conclude this subsection with a discussion regarding the

attribution to the no-ad action. By definition of CASV, the no-ad

action at each state receives zero counterfactual credit. However,

one can attribute the counterfactual value

∑
(s,a)∈S×A π

a,Shap
s (Ma

s )
(“residual”) to the no-ad action in a post hoc fashion. In other words,

the post hoc attribution to the no-ad action at state s ∈ S equals∑
a∈A

πa,Shaps (Ma
s ) = π

1,Shap

s (M) +
n∑
a=2

πa,Shaps (Ma
s ), (6)

where we use the fact thatM1

s =M. The two terms in (6) have an

intuitive interpretation. The first term captures the value generated

by the no-ad action due to a positive value of β1

s whereas the second

term captures the value that would have been generated if the no-ad

action was used in place of the other actions.

4.4 Revisiting canonical examples
We now revisit the networks discussed so far and show that our

CASV measure does not suffer from the same limitations as existing

heuristics.

Example 4.3. For the network in Figure 1 with p < 1, CASV at

every state equals 1/m for the ad action and 0 otherwise.

Example 4.4. For the network in Figure 2, CASV attributes 0 to

the no-ad action at all the states and the following to the ad action:




1

2
+ 1

2m if s = 1

1

2m otherwise.

This seems sensible as half of the paths convert just due to the ad

action at state 1 whereas the other half of the paths convert with

the help of the ad action at all them states.

Example 4.5. For the network in Figure 3, CASV allocates zero

credit to the ad action, which seems appropriate. However, CASV

of the no-ad action also equals zero, which raises the following

question: which player gets credit for the value in the system? The

answer is, as discussed at the end of Section 4.3, the no-ad action.

In sum, CASV appears to be an appealing measure for attribution:

it has a number of desirable properties and appears robust to various

network structures. However, similar to SV, computing CASV using

(4) requires an exponential runtime in the number of underlying

players. This is an important tractability concern that could render

CASV impractical in settings withmoderately-sized state and action

spaces. In the next section, we focus on representing CASV in a

manner that is amenable to being computed efficiently, under our

Markovian model.

5 CHARACTERIZING COUNTERFACTUAL
ADJUSTED SHAPLEY VALUE

We now focus on characterizing CASV by exploiting the structure

of the underlying cooperative game. In doing so, we use the fact

that CASV can be expressed as a difference of two SVs (see (5))

and hence, analyze SV first. Proposition 5.1 connects the coalition-

oriented game-theoretic construct of SV to the paths sampled from

M. In particular, we show that, under our Markovian setup, SV is

(surprisingly) identical to the unique-uniform attribution scheme

(motivated in Remark 3.1). We present the formal proof of Proposi-

tion 5.1 in Appendix A and highlight the intuition here.

Proposition 5.1 (SV eqals uniqe-uniform). Consider (s,a) ∈
S × A and the Markov chainM. The SV of (s,a) as defined in (2)
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equals

πa, Shaps = EP∼M
[
wa
s (P)

]
,

where

wa
s (P) :=




1

u (P) if P converts and (s,a) ∈ P

0 otherwise.

The function u (·) returns the number of unique players and P is a
path over players, i.e., state-action pairs.

Proof sketch. There are two keys ideas at interplay here. First,

to characterize SV, we observe that the characteristic function for a

given coalition X ⊆ S × A can be expressed as an expectation over

the paths sampled from the Markov chainM (X) in which only the

players in X are “active”, i.e.,

v (X) = EP∼M (X)

[
I{P converts}

]
.

Using this observation allows us to express SV πa,Shaps as an expec-

tation over the paths from the original Markov chainM:

πa,Shaps = EP∼M
[
I{P converts} (⋆)

]
,

where

(⋆) :=
∑

X⊆{S×A}\{(s,a) }

w |X |
(
I{P⊆X∪{(s,a) } } − I{P⊆X}

)
.

The second key idea is to analyze (⋆) rigorously, which forms

the bulk of our analysis. We show that (⋆) admits the following

remarkably simple form:

(⋆) =



1

u (P) if (s,a) ∈ P

0 otherwise.

Putting the two pieces together allows us to finish the proof. □

The above result enables one to characterize CASV, which con-

stitutes the main result of this work.

Theorem 5.1 (CASV eqals uniqe-uniform minus counter-

factual). Consider (s,a) ∈ S × A, the Markov chainM, and the
counterfactual Markov chainMa

s . The CASV of (s,a) as defined in
(4) equals

ψa, Shap
s = EP∼M

[
wa
s (P)

]
− EP∼Ma

s

[
wa
s (P)

]
,

wherewa
s (·) and u (·) are as defined in Proposition 5.1.

There is a striking resemblance between this characterization of

CASV and uniform attribution as defined in (1). In particular, the

two expressions are identical except the definition of the weight

function and the counterfactual adjustment. The weight function

in CASV does not provide an incentive for players to “game the

system” as it only rewards based on whether a player appears in

the path or not (as opposed to the number of times it appears). In

other words, if an ad a had to be shown multiple times (say nas ) at
the same state s to make the user move to another state s ′, then
the CASV weight function only rewards it once (as opposed to

rewarding it nas times). This seems very reasonable and, in fact, is

the simple fix we proposed in Remark 3.1.

It is noteworthy that the coalition-oriented construct of CASV,

which on the surface does not seem to be related to the paths of

the underlying Markovian model, reduces to being expressed as a

remarkably simple function of such paths. This connection is quite

valuable as it helps to gain deeper insights regarding the structure

of CASV and hence, build a better understanding. Next, we conclude

this section by using this connection to highlight that our scheme

is efficiently computable and implementable.

Given a set of user paths D := {Pi }
N
i=1

where each user path

Pi consists of various state-action-state (s,a, s
′) tuples, the action-

specific transition probabilities can be estimated using empirical

frequencies. To estimate CASV for player (s,a), one can sample

paths from the estimated Markov chainsM andMa
s and use The-

orem 5.1 directly. However, this involves sampling from a different

Markov chainMa
s to estimate CASV for each player, which we

address next.

A simple change of measure allows CASV to be expressed as

ψa,Shap
s = EP∼M

[
wa
s (P)

(
1 −

дas (P)

д(P)

)]
, (7)

where д(P) and дas (P) denote the probabilities of observing path P
underMarkov chainsM andMa

s , respectively. The ratioд
a
s (P)/д(P)

denotes the importance weight and it is easy to show that

дas (P)

д(P)
=

∏
s ′∈S+

*
,

p1

ss ′

pass ′
+
-

nass′ (P)

,

where nass ′ (P) denotes the number of occurrences of the tuple

(s,a, s ′) in P for each s ′ ∈ S+. Given (7), it suffices to sample

paths from just one Markov chain (M) to estimate CASV for all the

players. In fact, each sample can be recycled for multiple players

and the scheme can be implemented using a parallel (over both

players and samples) architecture.

It is possible to use a Bayesian version of the approach described

above. In particular, one can maintain a belief over the transition

probability vector [pass ′]s ′∈S+ in the form of a Dirichlet distribution

for each a ∈ A. Using Dirichlet-multinomial conjugacy and real

data D, the belief can be updated easily. The posterior belief can

be used to generate samples of the Markov chain M itself. For

each sample of M, one can use (7) to estimate CASV, resulting

in posterior samples of CASV. Naturally, these posterior samples

quantify the uncertainty in CASV that arises due to the noise in

data and/or lack of data. Furthermore, this Bayesian approach is

amenable to parallelization over the samples ofM.

6 CONCLUSIONS & FURTHER RESEARCH
In this paper, using a Markovian model for user behavior, we have

proposed a new metric (counterfactual adjusted Shapley value)

for the attribution problem in online advertising. We have estab-

lished its grounding and appropriateness in two ways. First, we

have shown the robustness of the proposed measure over various

canonical settings in which the existing metrics fail. Second, we

have provided an underlying axiomatic framework motivated by

game theory and causality that supports our choice. Furthermore,

we have established a characterization of the proposed metric as a

remarkably simple function of the user paths. In particular, we have

established, in our Markovian model, that the proposed attribution

metric is an adjustment to the unique-uniform attribution scheme.

Finally, we have proposed multiple approaches to efficiently esti-

mate our metric.
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There are many potential directions for future research, most of

whichwe are pursuing at the present. First, it is of interest to develop

more canonical settings to further verify the appropriateness of our

proposed measure. Second, though we have briefly touched upon

algorithms to estimate the proposed metric, a thorough treatment

would involve understanding their statistical efficiency. In addition,

it is worthwhile to explore algorithms to estimate the counterfactual

adjusted Shapley value that can be implemented in an online fashion

while maintaining strong approximation guarantees. Third, with

the help of an industry partner, we are working on comparing the

output of our scheme to the existing ones on a real world dataset

composed of millions of user paths. Fourth, we are interested in

applying the methodology developed in this paper to other domains.

In particular, the abstract Markovian model presented here can be

used to model other applications, where one wishes to understand

the contributions of the underlying agents. Finally, it is worthwhile

to explore whether attribution metrics can be constructed from

other notions of causality. In this work, we modified Shapley value

using Rubin’s definition of causality [41]. However, there exist

several alternative formulations for causality. See, e.g. Chockler

and Halpern [11], Collins et al. [13], Eells [16], Halpern and Pearl

[20], Hitchcock [21], Morgan and Winship [35], Pearl [37] and

Hume [22] for approaches to causality in the computer science and

philosophy literature. Chockler and Halpern [11] proposed metrics

such as “degree of responsibility” and “blame” in order to quantify
the causal effect of one variable on another. However, computing

these metrics is computationally expensive. Furthermore, these

metrics lack axiomatic support. In particular, similar to IVH, these

metrics are not budget balanced. In fact, Chockler and Halpern [11]

mention adjusting their notions using Shapley value as a potential

future work. Accordingly, though we have unified the existing

attribution literature in this work, there is more to explore in terms

of the set of counterfactuals to consider.
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A TECHNICAL RESULTS
Theorem 4.2 (Axioms). CASV satisfies the following axioms:

1. Counterfactual efficiency: The sum of CASVs equals the
additional value generated over the counterfactual value, i.e.,∑
(s,a)∈S×A

ψa, Shap
s = v (S × A) −

∑
(s,a)∈S×A

πa, Shaps (Ma
s ).

2. Counterfactual symmetry: If (s,a) ∈ S × A and (s ′,a′) ∈
S × A are counterfactual equivalent, i.e.,

(A) v (X ∪ {(s,a)}) − v (X ∪ {(s, 1)a }) = v (X ∪ {(s ′,a′)}) −

v (X ∪ {(s ′, 1)a
′

}) and
(B) v (X ∪ {(s, 1)a , (s ′,a′)}) = v (X ∪ {(s ′, 1)a

′

, (s,a)})

for all X ⊆ {S × A} \ {(s,a), (s ′,a′)}, then

ψa, Shap
s = ψa′, Shap

s ′ .

3. Linearity: Consider two characteristic functionsv (·) andw (·).
For all (s,a) ∈ S × A, we have

ψa, Shap
s (v +w ) = ψa, Shap

s (v ) +ψa, Shap
s (w )

and for all α ∈ R,

ψa, Shap
s (αv ) = αψa, Shap

s (v ).

4. Counterfactual null player: Consider a player (s,a) ∈ S ×
A that has a zero value-add to all coalitions that do not contain
(s,a), i.e., for all X ⊆ {S × A} \ {(s,a)},

v (X ∪ {(s,a)}) = v (X ∪ {(s, 1)a }).

Then,ψa, Shap
s = 0.

Furthermore, CASV is the unique solution to satisfy these four
counterfactual axioms.

Proof. Counterfactual efficiency and linearity follow from (5)

when used with the efficiency and linearity of SV, respectively.

Counterfactual null player follows from (4). For counterfactual

symmetry, consider (s,a) ∈ S×A and (s ′,a′) ∈ S×A satisfying (A)

and (B), define the set ^ := {S × A} \ {(s,a), (s ′,a′)}, and observe

that

ψa,Shap
s =

∑
X⊆{S×A}\{(s,a) }

w |X | ×
{
v (X ∪ {(s,a)}) −v (X ∪ {(s, 1)a })

}
=

∑
X⊆^

w |X | ×
{
v (X ∪ {(s,a)}) −v (X ∪ {(s, 1)a })

}
+

∑
X⊆^

w |X |+1
×

{
v (X ∪ {(s,a), (s ′,a′)}) −v (X ∪ {(s, 1)a , (s ′,a′)})

}
=

∑
X⊆^

w |X | ×
{
v (X ∪ {(s ′,a′)}) −v (X ∪ {(s ′, 1)a

′

})
}

+
∑
X⊆^

w |X |+1
×

{
v (X ∪ {(s,a), (s ′,a′)}) −v (X ∪ {(s ′, 1)a

′

, (s,a)})
}

=
∑

X⊆{S×A}\{(s ′,a′) }

w |X | ×
{
v (X ∪ {(s ′,a′)}) −v (X ∪ {(s ′, 1)a

′

})
}

= ψa′,Shap
s ′ .

This proves that CASV satisfies the four axioms. To be concise, we

defer the uniqueness proof to the journal version of this paper. □

Proposition 5.1 (SV eqals uniqe-uniform). Consider (s,a) ∈
S × A and the Markov chainM. The SV of (s,a) as defined in (2)

equals

πa, Shaps = EP∼M
[
wa
s (P)

]
,

where

wa
s (P) :=




1

u (P) if P converts and (s,a) ∈ P

0 otherwise.

The function u (·) returns the number of unique players and P is a
path over players, i.e., state-action pairs.
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Proof. For convenience, we use linearized notation such that

r := (s,a) and P := S×Awith the understanding that π Shap

r := πa,Shaps ,

andwr (·) := wa
s (·). The proof is split into three parts.

Step 1: Express v (X) as an expectation over paths:

v (X) = λ⊤hβ
X

= λ⊤
(
I + P βX + (P βX )2 + . . .

)
pβ
X

c

= EP∼M (X)

[
I{P converts}

]

= EP∼M
[
I{P converts}I{P⊆X}

]
,

whereM (X) denotes the Markov chain in which only the players

in coalition X are “active”.

Step 2: Use the representation from Step 1 in the definition of

SV π Shap

r as stated in (2):

π Shap

r =
∑

X⊆P\{r }

w |X | × {v (X ∪ {r }) −v (X)}

=
∑

X⊆P\{r }

w |X |
{
EP∼M

[
I{P converts}

(
I{P⊆X∪{r } } − I{P⊆X}

)] }

= EP∼M


I{P converts}

∑
X⊆P\{r }

w |X |
(
I{P⊆X∪{r } } − I{P⊆X}

)
.

Step 3: Use Lemma A.1, which states∑
X⊆P\{r }

w |X |
(
I{P⊆X∪{r } } − I{P⊆X}

)
=




1

u (P) if r ∈ P

0 otherwise,

to conclude that

π Shap

r = EP∼M [wr (P)] . (8)

This completes the proof. □

Lemma A.1 (Uniqe players). For any player r ∈ P and any path
Pover players in P, we have∑
X⊆P\{r }

w |X |
(
I{P⊆X∪{r } } − I{P⊆X}

)
=




1

u (P) if r ∈ P

0 otherwise,

where the function u (·) returns the number of unique players.

Proof. First, suppose r < P. Then, I{P⊆X∪{r } } = I{P⊆X} for
all X ⊆ P \ {r } and hence, the l.h.s. equals 0, which equals the r.h.s.

Second, suppose r ∈ P. Assume w.l.o.g. that path P has u +
1 unique players: r , r1, . . . , ru . Observe that I{P⊆X} = 0 for all

X ⊆ P \ {r } and hence, the l.h.s. equals

∑
X⊆P\{r }w |X |I{P⊆X∪{r } } .

Furthermore, since r ∈ P, we can define a new path P ′ := P \ {r }
and express the l.h.s. as

∑
X⊆P\{r }w |X |I{P′⊆X} . Now, wewill count

the number of times the combination (r1, . . . , ru ) appears in the

l.h.s. andweight it byw |X | to compute the coefficient corresponding

to P in the l.h.s. Trivially, if |X| < u, then the combination will not

appear (since there will not be enough number of unique players).

For |X| ∈ {u, . . . , |P| − 1}, the contribution to the combination

(r1, . . . , ru ) equals

w |X |︸︷︷︸
weight

×

(
|P| − 1 − u

|X| − u

)
︸          ︷︷          ︸

# of times the combination appears in the summation over X for a fixed |X |

.

Summing over |X|, the total contribution (which is the coefficient

we are interested in) equals

|P |−1∑
|X |=u

w |X | ×

(
|P| − 1 − u

|X| − u

)
=

1

|P| − u

|P |−1∑
|X |=u

u−1∏
i=0

|X| − i

|P| − i
=

1

u + 1

,

where the last equality follows Lemma A.2. This agrees with the

r.h.s. and completes our proof. □

Lemma A.2. Let k1 be a non-negative integer and k2 be a positive
integer such that k2 ≥ k1 + 1. Then,

1

k2 − k1

k2−1∑
j=k1

k1−1∏
i=0

j − i

k2 − i
=

1

k1 + 1

.

Proof. We will prove this via induction on k2. For the base case,

consider k2 = k1 + 1. The l.h.s. equals

1

k1 + 1 − k1

k1+1−1∑
j=k1

k1−1∏
i=0

j − i

k1 + 1 − i
=

k1−1∏
i=0

k1 − i

k1 + 1 − i

=
1

k1 + 1

,

which is what we wanted. For the induction step, we show that if

the statement is true for some k2 ≥ k1 + 1, then it is also true for

k2 + 1, that is,

1

k2 + 1 − k1

k2∑
j=k1

k1−1∏
i=0

j − i

k2 + 1 − i
=

1

k1 + 1

.

The l.h.s. of the above equation equals

1

k2 + 1 − k1

k2∑
j=k1

k1−1∏
i=0

j − i

k2 + 1 − i

=
1

k2 + 1 − k1




k2−1∑
j=k1

k1−1∏
i=0

j − i

k2 + 1 − i
+

k1−1∏
i=0

k2 − i

k2 + 1 − i




=
1

k2 + 1 − k1




k2−1∑
j=k1

k1−1∏
i=0

j − i

k2 + 1 − i
+
k2 − k1 + 1

k2 + 1




=
1

k2 + 1 − k1




k2−1∑
j=k1

k1−1∏
i=0

(
j − i

k2 − i
×

k2 − i

k2 + 1 − i

)
+
k2 − k1 + 1

k2 + 1




=
1

k2 + 1 − k1




k2−1∑
j=k1



*.
,

k1−1∏
i=0

j − i

k2 − i
+/
-

*.
,

k1−1∏
i′=0

k2 − i
′

k2 + 1 − i ′
+/
-


+
k2 − k1 + 1

k2 + 1




=
1

k2 + 1 − k1




k2−1∑
j=k1



*.
,

k1−1∏
i=0

j − i

k2 − i
+/
-

(
k2 − k1 + 1

k2 + 1

)
+
k2 − k1 + 1

k2 + 1




=

k2−k1+1

k2+1

k2 + 1 − k1




k2−1∑
j=k1

k1−1∏
i=0

j − i

k2 − i
+ 1



=

1

k2 + 1

{
k2 − k1

k1 + 1

+ 1

}
=

1

k1 + 1

,

where the second-last equality is true due to the induction hypoth-

esis. This completes the proof. □
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